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Abstract

We propose and axiomatize a decision model of social preferences

under risk that considers decision makers for whom generous behavior

may be driven largely by an egoistical desire to perceive themselves as

prosocial. Our model considers a setup with a decision maker (DM)

and one other individual. It highlights how, the presence of risk, may

allow the DM to exploit the distinction between the other individual’s

ex post outcome and his ex ante opportunity in a self-serving way and

perceive herself as more prosocial than what is warranted by his actual

outcome under her choice. In turn, this allows her to behave more

self-interestedly in the presence of risk than under certainty. In that

respect, our approach, in particular our position on why opportunity

concerns matter, contrasts with fairness-based models (e.g., Fudenberg

and Levine, 2012; Saito, 2013) that posit that individuals have a deep

aversion to inequality of both outcomes and opportunities. We show

that our model provides a unified basis for rationalizing a wide array

of the existing experimental evidence on generous behavior under risk,

including evidence that is inconsistent with fairness-based models.
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1 Motivation

In an influential set of experiments involving the two player dictator game,

Dana, Weber and Kuang (2007) [DWK, henceforth] asked lab dictators whether

they prefer alternative A that gives the dictator (the decision maker) $6 and

the other player (the recipient) $1–denote this allocation as (6, 1)–or alter-

native B that gives both $5 each–denote this allocation as (5, 5). In keeping

with the literature, they found that a significant portion (74%) chose B. Then,

in a separate treatment, they introduced risk into the picture. Specifically,

whereas the decision maker (DM) still received $6 from alternative A and $5

from alternative B, the recipient’s payoffs from A and B could, with even

chances, be either $1 and $5, respectively (as in the earlier treatment), or

flipped to be $5 and $1, respectively. The key feature of this treatment was

that before the DM had to make her choice between A and B, she was pro-

vided with the option of privately and costlessly revealing the information

about the recipient’s true payoffs. That is, she was given the option of know-

ing the realization of the risky outcome before making her choice between A

and B. The decision tree faced by a dictator in this treatment is illustrated

in figure 1.

Now, consider the following two strategies in the second treatment. The

first, call it s1, involves choosing to reveal information about payoffs, followed

by the choice of B if the payoffs are as in the baseline treatment and A if

they happen to be flipped.1,2 As figure 1 illustrates, this strategy results in

1Note that if on choosing to reveal information about payoffs, the DM finds that the
payoffs happen to be flipped, then the choice of A and B result in the allocations (6, 5) and
(5, 1), respectively, and any fair minded DM would, arguably, choose A.

2Formally speaking, s1 does not completely describe a strategy as it does not specify
what the DM chooses at the decision node that is not reached under the strategy. Since her
choice at this decision node does not influence the lottery that results under this strategy,
it is not relevant for our discussion here and we ignore it. A similar comment applies to
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Figure 1: Choices in the
DWK experiment. 2

denotes a decision node
and ◦ a chance node.
Suppose that the recip-
ient’s payoffs are deter-
mined by a fair coin-toss
in which H(eads) and
T(ails) realize with prob-
ability 0.5 each. If H
realizes, his payoffs are
as in the first treatment,
i.e., he receives 1 from
A and 5 from B. If T
realizes, his payoffs are
flipped, i.e., he receives 5
from A and 1 from B.

the lottery [(5, 5), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5]. The second strategy, call it s2, involves not

revealing information and choosing A. This strategy results in the lottery

[(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5]. As DWK point out, if fairness is what motivates the

DMs that choose the allocation (5, 5) over (6, 1) in the first treatment, then

there should not be a significant proportion of them who, in the second treat-

ment choose the strategy s2 over s1.

However, this is not what happened in the experiment—only 47% opted

for strategy s1. Correspondingly, whereas the proportion that chose A in

the first treatment was 26%, in the second, the proportion that chose not

to reveal the payoff information and go with this option (strategy s2) was

around 40%. In other words, these experimental results suggest that there

may exist a significant proportion of DMs that under certainty choose the

allocation (5, 5) over (6, 1), but when uncertainty enters the picture, opt for

strategy s2 below.
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the lottery [(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] over the lottery [(5, 5), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5], thus

revealing a preference reversal. This preference reversal indicates that for

such DMs evidence of generous behavior may not reflect a deep preference for

fairness or altruism.

In this paper, our basic hypothesis is that generous behavior of this type

is driven largely by an egoistical desire that DMs may have to perceive them-

selves as prosocial. Specifically, environments featuring risk seem to allow

such DMs to behave more selfishly without concomitantly hurting their self-

perception of being prosocial. To capture such behavior and its underlying

rationale, we introduce a decision model of social preferences under risk. Our

decision model considers a set-up with a DM and one other individual. The

critical insight that it captures is how the presence of risk may allow the DM

to exploit the distinction between the other individual’s ex post outcome and

his ex ante opportunity in a self-serving way, and think of herself as more

prosocial than what is warranted by his actual outcome under her choice.

This, in turn, allows her to behave more selfishly in environments with risk

than in those without it.

To understand this insight, first, consider the choice between the alloca-

tions (5, 5) and (6, 1) in DWK’s first treatment. In it, if the DM chooses

the latter allocation under which the other individual receives only $1, then

presumably her perception of herself as prosocial is undermined and this, in

part, influences her to choose the allocation (5, 5). On the other hand, in

the second treatment, where there is risk in the environment, the distinc-

tion between the ex ante opportunity available to the other individual and

his ex post outcome provides the DM with an additional mechanism to main-

tain her self-perception of being prosocial. To see this, consider the lottery

[(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5]. Whereas in the case of certainty, the choice of the al-
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location (6, 1) undermines her self-perception of being prosocial, under risk,

even if this allocation were to realize under the lottery, she may still be able

to maintain it, at least partially, by reasoning that although the other indi-

vidual ended up receiving only $1, her choice did provide him with a better

ex ante opportunity than that and, in particular, his expected earning of $3

was much higher than what he ended up with ex post. In other words, when

the other individual receives an unfavorable (ex post) outcome under a lot-

tery, the presence of (ex ante) risk allows the DM to think of herself as more

prosocial than what his outcome warrants by reasoning that she did seek to

achieve a more favorable outcome for him—as if saying to herself, “Well, I

intended better, but fate is to be blamed for his unfavorable outcome!”

The paper proposes and axiomatizes a representation of the DM’s prefer-

ences that formalizes the above reasoning that she engages in to maintain her

self-perception as prosocial in environments featuring risk. In our opinion,

this reasoning reflects a form of moral opportunism and, therefore, we refer

to the representation as the opportunistically moral (OM) representation. To

explain it, in the way of notation, let X and Y , respectively, denote the set

of outcomes of the DM and the other individual, so that X × Y denotes the

set of allocations for this two-member society. Let p be a (simple) lottery

on the allocation space, with pX and pY denoting its marginals over X and

Y , respectively. Under our proposed OM representation, the DM assesses an

allocation-lottery like p as per the following function:

W (p) =
∑
x∈X

pX(x)u(x) +
∑
y∈Y

pY (y) max{v(y),
∑
ỹ∈Y

pY (ỹ)v(ỹ)}

Here, the functions u : X → R and v : Y → R reflect the DM’s assess-

ment of her own and the other individual’s outcomes, respectively. First,
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observe that DM’s assessment of a (sure) allocation like (x, y) ∈ X × Y

is simply given by u(x) + v(y). Next, consider her assessment of a non-

degenerate allocation-lottery p. To understand this assessment, observe that∑
ỹ∈Y pY (ỹ)v(ỹ) represents an expected utility like evaluation, based on the

function v, of the overall risk, pY , faced by the other individual under p—think

of this as the DM’s assessment of the other individual’s ex ante opportunity

under this lottery. Further, let Y p = {y ∈ Y : v(y) ≥
∑

ỹ∈Y pY (ỹ)v(ỹ)}

denote the set of outcomes for the other individual that the DM considers

to be at least as good as his ex ante opportunity under p. Similarly, let

Y p = {y ∈ Y : v(y) <
∑

ỹ∈Y pY (ỹ)v(ỹ)} denote the set of outcomes for him

that she considers worse than his ex ante opportunity. We may, then, rewrite

her assessment of p under an OM representation as:

W (p) =

consequentialist assessment︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
x∈X

pX(x)u(x) +
∑
y∈Y p

pY (y)v(y) +

counterfactual OM assessment︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
y∈Y p

pY (y)
∑
ỹ∈Y

pY (ỹ)v(ỹ)

When it comes to assessing her own prospects, pX , under p, the DM goes by a

standard consequentialist (expected utility like) evaluation,
∑

x∈X pX(x)u(x).

The same is true when the other individual receives an outcome y ∈ Y p that

the DM considers to be at least as good as his ex ante opportunity under

the lottery. However, when this individual receives an outcome y ∈ Y p that

the DM considers to be worse than his ex ante opportunity, she engages in

counterfactual opportunistically moral reasoning. The way she does this in

her evaluation is by attributing her assessment of his ex ante opportunity

under this lottery,
∑

ỹ∈Y pY (ỹ)v(ỹ), to such eventualities. In other words,

in these eventualities, the DM thinks of herself as more prosocial than what

the other individual’s outcome warrants by appealing to the fact that he
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had a better ex ante opportunity under this lottery than the outcome he

actually received ex post. Going back to DWK’s experiment, as per this

representation, to rationalize the choice of the allocation (5, 5) over (6, 1)

requires that u(6)−u(5) < v(5)− v(1). On the other hand, to rationalize the

choice of the lottery [(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] over the lottery [(5, 5), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5]

requires that: u(6)+0.5v(5)+0.5[0.5v(5)+0.5v(1)] > 0.5u(5)+0.5u(6)+v(5),

or that u(6) − u(5) > 0.5[v(5) − v(1)]. That is, a DM will make those two

choices in the two treatments if 0.5[v(5)− v(1)] < u(6)− u(5) < v(5)− v(1).

In this paper, we provide a justification for the OM representation by

demonstrating that it can be derived from plausible axioms. At the same time,

we emphasize the empirical content of this model by showing that it provides

a unified basis for rationalizing a wide array of the existing experimental

evidence on generous behavior in risky social environments. In so doing, we

add to an emerging literature that has looked into the foundations of social

preferences under risk, including proposing functional representations for such

preferences.

The first generation of social preference models (eg., Fehr and Schmidt,

1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000; and Charness and Rabin, 2002) were pro-

posed for risk-free environments. The literature soon discovered, though, that

these models cannot always be readily extended to environments of risk us-

ing standard approaches like expected utility or the available non-expected

utility theories. The reason for this is that these standard models of decision

making under risk are all outcome-based. As such, they fail to capture the

consideration for opportunities that DMs with social preferences may exhibit

in environments featuring risk as we argued is the case, for instance, for the

DMs in the DWK experiment.3 Hence, the quest in the literature has been

3Formally speaking, concern for opportunities often results in the preferences of such
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to figure out appropriate preference representations for opportunity-sensitive

social preferences under risk that are capable of explaining the existing ex-

perimental evidence as well as can be derived from plausible assumptions on

choice behavior.

The feature that distinguishes this paper from some of the others in this

area is our position that what drives generous choice behavior for many DMs

is an egoistical desire to perceive themselves as prosocial. This is in contrast

to much of this literature where such behavior is seen as arising out of a deep

preference for fairness. We show here that this distinction is not merely a

semantic one, but rather has important implications when it comes to the

question of why opportunity concerns matter to DMs in risky social envi-

ronments. What’s more we show that this distinction can be validated by

observed choices.

Specifically, in environments featuring risk, the case has been made that

concerns for fairness translate not just to a concern for equality of ex post

outcomes but also for equality of ex ante opportunities (i.e., procedural fair-

ness). A particularly compelling way of implementing this viewpoint has been

proposed by Fudenberg and Levine (2012) and Saito (2013). Their proposal,

formalized in the expected inequality aversion (EIA) model, involves using the

expected outcome that different individuals receive under an allocation-lottery

as a proxy for the ex ante opportunities available to them under it and then

applying the Fehr-Schmidt functional form to not just outcomes but also op-

portunities. The assessment of an allocation-lottery under this model is, then,

determined by taking a weighted average of these two separate Fehr-Schmidt

decision makers violating the property of stochastic dominance which is shared by all the
standard models of decision making under risk. For instance, in the DWK experiment, the
preference for (5, 5) over (6, 1) along with that for the lottery [(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] over the
lottery [(5, 5), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] violates stochastic dominance.
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assessments of outcomes and opportunities. The difference in emphasis be-

tween the OM and EIA models as to what drives generous behavior, therefore,

translates into two very different theories of why opportunity concerns matter

to DMs in risky social environments.

In this paper, we highlight the empirical content of the OM model by

showing that experimental evidence like that from DWK (as well as from

others: eg., Brock, Lange and Ozbay, 2013; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2010) that

are inconsistent with the EIA model can be rationalized by it. At the same

time, we show that evidence that have a natural interpretation of arising

out of a concern for procedural fairness, like sharing ex ante chances in the

probabilistic dictator game, can also be rationalized by the OM model. Lest

we be misunderstood, we want to clarify that we are not making the claim

here that based on this evidence the OM model is better than the EIA model.

We think of these two models as complementary rather than competing ones.

The fact remains that the motivation behind generous behavior may vary

from one DM to another. So, whereas the EIA model captures those DMs for

whom generous behavior is driven by a deep preference for fairness, our model

captures those ones for whom such behavior has a more egoistical basis.

Our position that generous behavior may be driven not by deep concerns

for fairness or altruism but rather by self-centered, egoistical emotions has also

been emphasized by a few other recent papers. For instance, Alaoui (2010)

builds a model of self-image or self-worth based on the distinction between

lotteries whose outcomes the DM can observe and those whose outcomes she

remains permanently ignorant about. He considers DMs who may have a

strict preference for the latter type of lotteries as those allow them to avoid

any information that may negatively impact their self-image. When special-

ized to risky social environments, Alaoui shows how his paradigm can account
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for choices like in the DWK experiment. Dillenberger and Sadowski (2012)

develop a model that formalizes the idea that the underlying motivation be-

hind generous behavior may be the desire to avoid shame. They consider an

environment with a DM and one other individual in which the DM’s choice

of an allocation from a set of allocations is observable to the other individual

but the choice of the set itself is not. Choosing a selfish option when a more

prosocial one is available in the choice set may inflict shame on the DM and

generate generous behavior. At the same time, their model formally shows

how, when provided with the opportunity to choose the choice set itself at an

earlier stage (unobservable to the other individual), such a DM may choose

it in a way that optimally solves the trade-off between her desire to behave

selfishly and that to avoid shame.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the

framework and formally defines an OM representation. Section 3 establishes

the empirical content of the OM model by relating it to a wide array of the

existing experimental evidence on generous behavior in risky environments.

Then, section 4 provides an axiomatic foundation for the OM representation.

The proof of the representation result is provided in the appendix.

2 The Opportunistically Moral Model

2.1 Preliminaries

We consider a set-up with a decision maker (DM) and one other individual

about whose prospects the DM may care. Associated with each individual is a

well-defined set of outcomes. We denote the set of outcomes of the DM by X

and that of the other individual by Y . Accordingly, X×Y denotes the set of
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allocations for this two-member society. We denote generic elements of X by

x, x′ etc., that of Y by y, y′ etc. and that of X×Y by (x, y), (x′, y′) etc. We

denote the set of simple probability measures (lotteries, for short) on the sets

X×Y , X and Y by ∆, ∆(X) and ∆(Y ), respectively. We refer to elements of

∆ as allocation-lotteries and denote generic elements of this set by p, q etc.

For any allocation-lottery p ∈ ∆, we denote the marginal probability measure

of p on X and Y by pX ∈ ∆(X) and pY ∈ ∆(Y ), respectively. Since any

lottery in ∆(X) is the marginal probability measure on X of some allocation-

lottery in ∆, to economize on notation, we also denote generic elements of

∆(X) by pX , qX etc. Analogously, we denote generic elements of ∆(Y ) by

pY , qY etc. For any p ∈ ∆, p(x, y) shall denote the probability that p assigns

to the outcome (x, y) ∈ X×Y . Similarly, pX(x) and pY (y) shall denote the

probabilities that pX and pY assign to the outcomes x and y, respectively. We

denote any degenerate lottery by placing within [.]-brackets the outcome to

which the lottery assigns unit probability. For instance, [(x, y)] and [x] denote

degenerate lotteries that assign probability 1 to the outcomes (x, y) and x,

respectively. Following standard notation, we shall, at times, specify a lottery

by explicitly listing the outcomes in its support along with their respective

probabilities. For instance, [x1, α1; . . . ; xN , αN ] ∈ ∆(X) denotes the lottery

under which the outcome xn ∈ X is realized with probability αn, n = 1, . .

. , N . We define a convex combination of lotteries in the standard way. For

instance, if p1, . . . , pK ∈ ∆, and α1, . . . , αK are constants in [0, 1] that

sum to 1, then
∑K

k=1 α
kpk denotes an element in ∆ that gives the outcome

(x, y) ∈ X×Y with probability
∑K

k=1 α
kpk(x, y).
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2.2 Preferences and Representation

The DM has preferences over the set ∆ of allocation-lotteries that is specified

by a binary relation < ⊆ ∆ × ∆. The symmetric and asymmetric components

of < are defined in the usual way and denoted by ∼ and �, respectively.

We now formally define an opportunistically moral (OM) representation

of <.

Definition 1. An OM representation of < consists of a pair of functions

u : X → R and v : Y → R such that the function W : ∆→ R, given by

W (p) =
∑
x∈X

pX(x)u(x) +
∑
y∈Y

pY (y) max{v(y),
∑
ỹ∈Y

pY (ỹ)v(ỹ)},

represents <.

As suggested in the Introduction, when it comes to assessing the risk pX

that she faces under an allocation-lottery p, the DM goes by a standard ex-

pected utility like criterion. That is, her assessment of the own-lottery pX

under p is given by
∑

x∈X pX(x)u(x), where u : X → R represents her assess-

ment of her own outcomes. On the other hand, when it comes to assessing

the risk pY faced by the other individual under p, what is “non-standard”

about her assessment is that she engages in counterfactual opportunistically

moral reasoning. Such reasoning comes to the fore in those events where the

DM considers the outcome, y, that the other individual receives to be worse

than her assessment of his ex ante opportunity under the lottery, i.e., when

v(y) <
∑

ỹ∈Y pY (ỹ)v(ỹ), where v : Y → R represents her assessment of his

outcomes. In such events, the DM protects her self-perception of being proso-

cial by appealing to the fact that the other individual had a better ex ante

opportunity under this lottery than the outcome he actually received, i.e.,
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she intended better than how things actually turned out for him. The way

she incorporates this reasoning in her evaluation is by attributing her assess-

ment of his ex ante opportunity under this lottery,
∑

ỹ∈Y pY (ỹ)v(ỹ), to such

eventualities.

3 Empirical Content of the OM Model

In this section, we highlight the empirical content of the OM model. To

that end, we first distinguish the opportunistically moral motivation of gen-

erous behavior, which the OM model emphasizes, from a fairness motivation,

understood as an aversion to inequality. We specifically consider inequality

aversion as it has been the predominant paradigm within which social pref-

erences have been studied in the literature. We show below that these two

motivations generate different implications in terms of choice behavior over

risky social prospects and we appeal to some existing experimental evidence

to substantiate these differences.

As is well known, the leading model in economics that captures the idea

of fairness as inequality aversion is due to Fehr and Schmidt (1999). Fehr and

Schmidt’s original model considered an environment of certainty and in it a

decision maker’s assessment of social allocations is allowed to be sensitive to

inequality in outcomes. Subsequent research has highlighted that when there

is risk in the environment, decision makers may care not just about inequality

in ex post outcomes but also about inequality in ex ante opportunities, i.e.,

care about procedural fairness. To accommodate this concern about inequal-

ity of both outcomes and opportunities, Fudenberg and Levine (2012) and

Saito (2013) have proposed an extension of the Fehr-Schmidt model, which,

following Saito, we refer to as the expected inequality aversion (EIA) model.
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Before we provide a formal definition of this model, a qualification is in order.

As far as the OM model goes, the sets X and Y of outcomes for the DM

and the other individual can be any arbitrary sets. However, to apply the

EIA model we require these sets to be convex subsets of the real line. So, in

this section we will assume that this is the case. In the way of notation, for

probability measures p, pX and pY , we shall denote by Ep[.],EpX [.] and EpY [.],

respectively, the expectations operator w.r.t. these measures.

Definition 2. The DM’s preferences < has an EIA representation if there

exists a triple (β, δ, γ) ∈ R2
+ × [0, 1] such that the function WEIA : ∆ → R,

given by

WEIA(p) = γEp[wFS(x, y)] + (1− γ)wFS(EpX [x],EpY [y])

represents <, where wFS : X × Y → R is the Fehr-Schmidt functional form,

i.e., wFS(x, y) = x− βmax{x− y, 0} − δmax{y − x, 0}, with δ > β.

Under an EIA assessment of the allocation-lottery p, the term Ep[wFS(x, y)]

incorporates the DM’s aversion to inequality of ex post outcomes. To see this,

observe that this term is nothing but the expected utility of the lottery p eval-

uated with respect to the Fehr-Schmidt utility function wFS. Under the func-

tion wFS, in assessing any allocation (x, y), the term βmax{x−y, 0} captures

the DM’s disutility from advantageous inequality, whereas the term δmax{y−

x, 0} captures her disutility from disadvantageous inequality. The condition

that δ > β implies that the DM is more sensitive to disadvantageous than

advantageous inequality. On the other hand, the term wFS(EpX [x],EpY [y])

incorporates the DM’s aversion to inequality of ex ante opportunities. Ob-

serve that EpX [x] and EpY [y] specify, respectively, the DM’s and the other

individual’s expected outcomes under the lottery p. Hence, thinking of these
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expected outcomes as indicative of the ex ante opportunities available to the

two individuals under p and using them as arguments of wFS captures aver-

sion to inequality of opportunities. Finally, γ and 1− γ serve as weights that

the DM puts on the ex post and ex ante concerns, respectively. In the subse-

quent discussion, we will think of the logic of inequality aversion as it applies

to risky social environments in the context of the EIA model.

It may not always be about inequality aversion

We showed in the Introduction that the OM model can reconcile the evidence

of the DWK experiment. That is, a DM whose preferences have an OM

representation (u, v) simultaneously chooses the allocation (5, 5) over (6, 1) as

well as the lottery [(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] over [(5, 5), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] if 0.5[v(5)−

v(1)] < u(6)−u(5) < v(5)− v(1). As a first step toward establishing that the

OM model is observationally distinct from the EIA model, we show that the

latter model cannot reconcile these choices. To see this, note that for an EIA

representation (β, γ, δ) to represent the preference (5, 5) � (6, 1) requires that

5 > 6 − 5β. That is, it requires that β > 0.2. On the other hand, for it to

represent the preference [(6, 1), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] � [(5, 5), 0.5; (6, 5), 0.5] requires

that:

γ[0.5(6− 5β) + 0.5(6− β)] + (1− γ)[6− 3β]

> γ[0.5(5) + 0.5(6− β)] + (1− γ)[5.5− 0.5β]

⇔ γ[6− 3β] + (1− γ)[6− 3β] > γ[5.5− 0.5β] + (1− γ)[5.5− 0.5β]

That is, it requires that 6− 3β > 5.5− 0.5β, or, β < 0.2. Hence, the pattern

of choices seen in the DWK experiment cannot be accommodated by the EIA

model, thus confirming, in the context of this formal model, that for many
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DMs generous behavior may not be driven by a deep preference for fairness.

Procedural fairness or moral opportunism?

We next show that choices that have a natural interpretation of arising out

of a concern for procedural fairness (i.e., a concern for equality of ex ante

opportunities) can also be rationalized by the OM model. To see this, consider

the two player probabilistic dictator (PD) game. In such a game, the dictator

(the DM) is endowed with a fixed amount of money. She is not allowed to

share the money with the other individual, but she is given the option, if she

so chooses, to share chances of getting the money with him. In particular, she

can assign him any probability of getting the entire amount while retaining

the amount herself with complementary probability. For example, if the fixed

amount is $20 and the DM assigns to the other person a probability α ∈

[0, 1], then the allocation (0, 20) in which the other person gets the 20 dollars

(and the DM gets 0) results with probability α and the allocation (20, 0) in

which the DM gets the 20 dollars (and the other person gets 0) results with

probability 1−α. Experimental evidence (Krawczyk and LeLec, 2010; Brock,

Lange and Ozbay, 2013) indicate that a significant portion of decision makers

do give the other individual a positive probability of getting the money. The

reason they share ex ante opportunities or chances with the other individual,

it is often argued, is to compensate for the inequality of ex post outcomes that

is inevitable in this setting. As such, positive giving in the PD game is often

suggested as a leading example of a concern for procedural fairness amongst

decision makers. Given that the EIA model is premised on accommodating

a concern for procedural fairness, it can rationalize the evidence of sharing

chances in the PD game. We show next that so can the OM model.

To that end, consider a DM’s problem of deciding what probability α ∈
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[0, 1] she wants to assign to the other individual of getting the 20 dollars. Any

choice of α generates an allocation-lottery, p(α) = [(0, 20), α; (20, 0), 1−α]. If

this DM’s preferences have an OM representation (u, v), then her assessment

of any such lottery p(α) is given by:

W (p(α)) = αu(0) + (1− α)u(20) + αv(20) + (1− α)[αv(20) + (1− α)v(0)]

Note that ∂W/∂α = 2(1− α)(v(20)− v(0))− (u(20)− u(0)). So, for α close

to zero, ∂W/∂α > 0 as long as v(20)−v(0) > 0.5(u(20)−u(0)). Therefore,

if this condition is satisfied, the DM chooses a positive α, i.e., chooses to

give the other individual a positive probability of getting the money. This

illustrates that the moral opportunism paradigm may also be able to account

for choice behavior that a priori might appear as resulting out of a concern

for procedural fairness.

Generous behavior under certainty and risk: a comparison

In a recent set of experiments, Brock, Lange and Ozbay (2013) considered a

series of dictator games in which the dictator (the DM) was given the task

of allocating 100 tokens between herself and a second player (the recipient).

Tokens translated to monetary payments with the exact nature of this trans-

lation varying from one task to the other. Task 1 (T1) replicated the ordinary

dictator game under certainty. In it, if the DM gave θ ≥ 0 tokens to the other

individual, then the resulting allocation was (100 − θ, θ). In tasks 2 and 3

(T2 and T3, respectively), the tokens that the DM gave translated to a lot-

tery for the other individual. More precisely, if the DM gave θ tokens to the

other individual, then her payoff in both these tasks was 100 − θ like in T1.

On the other hand, the other individual faced the lottery [100, θ
100

; 0, 1− θ
100

],

θ ∈ [0, 100], in T2, whereas, in T3, he faced the lottery [50, θ
50

; 0, 1 − θ
50

],
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θ ∈ [0, 50]. In all these three tasks a significant proportion of decision makers

gave a positive number of tokens to the recipient. The question that interests

us here is about the ranking of these tasks in terms of the number of tokens

given by non-selfish dictators.4 Brock et al. (2013) report that when attention

is restricted to these non-selfish dictators, on average, most tokens were given

in T1, followed by T2 and then T3. Further, these difference are statistically

significant at the 1% level.

We first show that this evidence is consistent with the OM model. This

is most easily illustrated if we consider parametric forms for the u and v

functions. To that end, consider a DM whose preferences have an OM repre-

sentation with

u(x) =
x0.9

0.9

v(y) =

 2
3
y, y ≤ 50

50
3

+ 1
3
y, y > 50

The functions u and v capture the idea that over the relevant domain of

monetary rewards on offer, the DM’s marginal utility for the money that she

receives is greater than her marginal utility for the money that the other

individual receives. Further, both u and v are strictly concave implying that

the DM’s marginal utility from the money that she and the other individual

receives is decreasing. The piece-wise linear form for the v function is taken

to ease the computations. We can establish the desired result for a smooth,

strict concave v function as well.

In task T1, the DM’s assessment of the allocation (100− θ, θ) is given by:

4Brock et al. consider a dictator to be non-selfish if she gave a positive number of tokens
in at least one of their tasks.
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u(100 − θ) + v(θ). The number of tokens, θ, that the DM optimally gives

to the other individual in T1, therefore, solves: u′(100 − θ) = v′(θ), where

we assume for simplicity that the tokens are divisible. It is straightforward

to verify that the DM gives the recipient approximately 42.3 tokens in this

task. Next, consider task T2. The DM’s assessment of the allocation-lottery

p = [(100 − θ, 100), θ
100

; (100 − θ, 0), 1 − θ
100

] that results when she gives the

other individual θ tokens is given by:

W (p) = u(100− θ) +
θ

100
v(100) + (1− θ

100
)[
θ

100
v(100) + (1− θ

100
)v(0)].

The number of tokens, θ, that the DM optimally gives to the other individual

in T2, then, solves: u′(100− θ) = v(100)−v(0)
100

.100−θ
50

. It can be verified that the

DM gives the recipient approximately 34.2 tokens in this task. Finally, in task

T3, the DM’s assessment of the lottery q = [(100−θ, 50), θ
50

; (100−θ, 0), 1− θ
50

]

generated by the choice to allocate θ tokens to the other individual is given

by:

W (q) = u(100− θ) +
θ

50
v(50) + (1− θ

50
)[
θ

50
v(50) + (1− θ

50
)v(0)]

In this case, the optimal choice of θ solves u′(100 − θ) = v(50)−v(0)
50

.50−θ
25

, so

that she allocates about 25.6 tokens in this task.

In contrast, as Brock et al. (2013) point out, the predictions of the EIA

model for these three tasks are quite different. It predicts that the number of

tokens given in T1 and T3 are the same. Further, the number of tokens given

in T2 is strictly less than that under T1 and T3 if agents put sufficient weight

on ex post concerns (i.e., γ is sufficiently large). It is instructive to go through

the calculations as to why the EIA model implies that the number of tokens
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given in T1 and T3 are the same as this helps to further clarify the difference

between it and the OM model. Observe that for a DM whose preferences have

an EIA representation, her assessment of the allocation (100 − θ, θ) is given

by:

wFS(100− θ, θ) = 100− θ − βmax{100− 2θ, 0} − δmax{2θ − 100, 0}

It is straightforward to verify that the optimal θ chosen can never be greater

than 50, so that wFS(100 − θ, θ) = 100 − θ − β(100 − 2θ) and the optimal

allocation rule is specified by:

θ∗ =


0, β < 0.5

∈ [0, 50], β = 0.5

50, β > 0.5

Now consider this DM’s assessment of the lottery q = [(100−θ, 50), θ
50

; (100−

θ, 0), 1− θ
50

] generated by the choice to allocate θ ∈ [0, 50] tokens to the other

individual in task T3.

WEIA(q) = γ[
θ

50
wFS(100− θ, 50) + (1− θ

50
)wFS(100− θ, 0)]

+(1− γ)wFS(100− θ, θ)

= γ[100− θ − θ

50
β(100− θ − 50)− (1− θ

50
)β(100− θ)]

+(1− γ)wFS(100− θ, θ)

= γ[100− θ − β(100− 2θ)] + (1− γ)wFS(100− θ, θ)

= γwFS(100− θ, θ) + (1− γ)wFS(100− θ, θ) = wFS(100− θ, θ)

Accordingly, this DM allocates the same number of tokens to the other in-
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dividual in T3 as she does in T1. As the above calculations clarify, what

drives this conclusion is the fact that in the EIA model ex post concerns for

outcomes and ex ante concerns for opportunities serve as perfect substitutes.

This is consistent with the interpretation under this model that the DM has

a deep preference for fairness and reducing inequality, whether in terms of ex

post outcomes or ex ante opportunities plays a symmetric role in realizing this

objective. On the other hand, in the OM model, the DM uses the ex post and

ex ante considerations in a very self serving way, basically as and when it suits

her. In particular, when it comes to assessing the other individual’s prospects,

she goes by the ex post consideration whenever by this consideration he does

better and by the ex ante consideration otherwise. That is why T3 affords

her the leeway to offer a fewer number of tokens than in T1, for even if the

other individual receives zero tokens, the DM can protect her self-perception

of being prosocial by reasoning that the ex ante opportunity that her choice

afforded him was much better than what he received ex post.

It is also worth considering the different implication of the two models

when it comes to the number of tokens given under T2 and T3. In the EIA

model, the conclusion that the DM assigns more tokens under T3 than under

T2 is driven by the fact that ex post, in T2, there is a possibility of unfavorable

inequality realizing, whereas in T3 the inequality is always favorable to the

DM. Since, the DM is more sensitive to unfavorable than favorable inequality

under the Fehr-Schmidt formulation, this makes her reduce the number of

tokens given in T2 compared to T3 to minimize the impact of this unfavorable

inequality. The fact that for the DMs in this experiment, on average, giving

is greater in T2 than T3 suggests that for many of them something along

the lines of preserving their self-perception of being prosocial rather than

inequality aversion may be the driving force behind generous behavior. The
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next set of experimental results that we refer to also emphasizes this point

that ex post inequality may not matter that much to DMs in the presence of

risk.

How much does ex post inequality matter in the presence of risk?

Building on earlier findings from Bohnet et al. (2008), Bolton and Ockenfels

(2010) provide experimental evidence suggesting that for decisions with social

comparisons, risk taking may not depend on whether the risky option yields

unequal payoffs. In their experiment, they considered a set of allocations,

A = {(7, 7), (7, 16), (7, 0), (9, 9), (9, 16), (9, 0)}. For each allocation (x, y) ∈ A,

they gave DMs in their experiment the following two choices: (i) (x, y) vs.

[(16, 16), 0.5; (0, 0), 0.5] and (ii) (x, y) vs. [(16, 0), 0.5; (0, 16), 0.5]. If ex post

inequality does not matter in the presence of risk, then it should be the case

that DMs’ choices should not vary across (i) and (ii) in terms of whether the

safe or risky alternative is chosen. This is indeed what the aggregate choice

behavior in their subject pool seem to suggest. In turn, this is indicative of

the fact that for many DMs, the assessment of the two allocation-lotteries

[(16, 16), 0.5; (0, 0), 0.5] and [(16, 0), 0.5; (0, 16), 0.5] is roughly identical. Ob-

serve that this is true in the OM model, where a DM whose preferences can be

represented thus is indifferent between these two lotteries. On the other hand,

a DM adhering to the EIA model always considers the lottery [(16, 16), 0.5;

(0, 0), 0.5] to be strictly preferable to the lottery [(16, 0), 0.5; (0, 16), 0.5].

Responsibility-alleviation as self-image preservation

In the aforementioned experiment by Bolton and Ockenfels (2010), another

conclusion that emerges is that risk taking is reduced by extending the risk
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to another subject, unless the extended safe option leads to unfavorable in-

equality for the chooser. In their experiment, they first gave decision mak-

ers a choice between prospects that pertained just to their own outcomes.

Then they extended the risk to a second individual in a symmetric way.

For instance, in one of their treatments, they first asked DMs to choose be-

tween getting 9 for sure or the 50-50 lottery [16, 0.5; 0, 0.5]. Then, they asked

the same DMs to choose between the sure-allocation (9, 9) and the 50-50

allocation-lottery [(16, 16), 0.5; (0, 0), 0.5]. An interesting pattern of choices

that they noted for many DMs was to choose the lottery [16, 0.5; 0, 0.5] in

the first choice, but the sure-allocation (9, 9) in the second. One interpre-

tation for such choices that they provide is that of responsibility-alleviation

whereby a sense of responsibility for the welfare of others dissuades decision

makers from choosing the risky prospect in the second instance. Whereas

such an interpretation may indeed apply for many decision makers, it is

worth noting that the observed choices can also be rationalized within our

paradigm. A DM, whose preferences have an OM representation, exhibits

the above mentioned pattern of choices if u(9) < 0.5u(16) + 0.5u(0) and

v(9) − [0.75v(16) + 0.25v(0)] > [0.5u(16) + 0.5u(0)] − u(9). This will be the

case, for instance, when v is sufficiently more concave than u, meaning that

the DM’s marginal utility from the money that the other individual receives

is decreasing at a much faster rate than her marginal utility from the money

that she receives.

4 Axiomatic Foundations of the OM Model

We now provide a set of axioms that characterizes an OM representation. To

begin with, we require the DM’s preferences to be complete and transitive.
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Axiom. Weak Order (WO)

< is complete and transitive.

We require the DM’s preferences to satisfy the following continuity condi-

tion.

Axiom. Continuity (CON)

For any p, q, r ∈ ∆, such that p � q � r and pY = rY , there exists α, α ∈

(0, 1), such that αp + (1− α)r � q � αp + (1− α)r.

The interpretation of this axiom is along standard lines. However, note

that the axiom requires continuity to hold only when the other individual faces

the same risk under the “bounding” allocation-lotteries p and r, i.e., pY = rY .

Our next axiom implies that when it comes to assessing the risk that she

faces under an allocation-lottery, the DM behaves like a standard vonNeumann-

Morgenstern (vNM) expected utility maximizer. This notion is formalized in

the axiom with three conditions. In the way of notation, note that for any

pX ∈ ∆(X) and pY ∈ ∆(Y ), pX ◦ pY shall denote the product measure in ∆

derived from pX and pY .5

Axiom. Independent vNM Risk Preferences on Own Lotteries (IRP)

Let p, p′, q, q′ ∈ ∆ be such that pY = p′Y and qY = q′Y . Then:

(a) If pX = qX and p′X = q′X , then p < p′ if and only if q < q′.

(b) If p′ ∼ q′, then p < q if and only if αp+ (1− α)p′ < αq + (1− α)q′ for

all α ∈ [0, 1].

(c) If p ∼ q and p′ ∼ q′, then (.5pX + .5q′X) ◦ pY ∼ (.5p′X + .5qX) ◦ pY .

5That is pX ◦pY is the allocation-lottery that gives the allocation (x, y) with probability
pX(x)pY (y).
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The first condition states that the DM has risk preferences over lotteries

on her own outcomes that are independent of the risk faced by the other

individual. In particular, it implies that whenever any two allocation-lotteries

generate the same risk for the other individual, the DM’s ranking of these

allocation-lotteries is determined solely by comparing the risk that she faces

under them.

The second condition introduces a version of the standard independence

axiom over a restricted domain, in particular, it implies that the DM’s in-

duced risk preferences over her own lotteries satisfies this axiom. The reason

independence may fail to hold in our model is because when we take the

probability mixture of two allocation-lotteries to form a compound lottery,

the risk facing the other individual under the compound lottery and those

under the component sub-lotteries may not be the same. Accordingly, the

scope for the DM of engaging in counterfactual opportunistically moral rea-

soning may vary across these allocation-lotteries resulting in her preferences

being nonseparable across mutually exclusive events. However, when we con-

sider allocation-lotteries like p and p′ (respectively, q and q′) under which the

other individual faces the same risk, then the risk faced by him under the

compound lottery αp+(1−α)p′ (respectively, αq+(1−α)q′) is also the same.

As such, the DM has the same scope for counterfactual reasoning under all

three lotteries. Hence, for such lotteries preference separability across mutu-

ally exclusive events should hold. That is, if the DM is indifferent between p′

and q′, then she should prefer p to q if and only if she prefers αp + (1− α)p′

to αq + (1− α)q′.

To understand the third condition, note that p ∼ q and p′ ∼ q′ implies

that the DM considers the difference between p and p′ to be the same as

that between q and q′. Furthermore, since under both the pairs p and p′
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as well as q and q′ the other individual faces the same risk, for a DM who

has independent risk preferences over her own lotteries, this means that she

considers the difference between the lotteries pX and p′X to be the same as

that between qX and q′X . Now, consider her assessment of the two allocation-

lotteries (.5pX + .5q′X) ◦ pY and (.5p′X + .5qX) ◦ pY . Once again, the risk

faced by the other individual under these two allocation-lotteries is the same

and, so, the DM’s ranking of them is based solely on comparing the lotteries

.5pX + .5q′X and .5p′X + .5qX . Further, given that she considers the difference

between the lotteries pX and p′X to be the same as that between qX and q′X

and seeks to behave like a vNM decision maker in assessing the risk that she

faces, it follows that, in terms of her risk preference over her own lotteries, she

is indifferent between the lotteries .5pX + .5q′X and .5p′X + .5qX . In turn, this

implies that she is indifferent between the allocation-lotteries (.5pX+.5q′X)◦pY
and (.5p′X + .5qX) ◦ pY .

Our next axiom introduces the idea that the risk borne by the DM has a

stronger bearing on her welfare than the risk borne by the other individual in

the sense that any change in her welfare achieved by varying the risk borne

by the other individual can always be exceeded by that achieved by varying

the risk that she bears.

Axiom. Importance of Own Risk (IOR)

If pX ∈ ∆(X) and pY , qY ∈ ∆(Y ) are such that pX ◦ pY � pX ◦ qY , then there

exists qX ∈ ∆(X) satisfying either (i) qX◦qY � pX◦pY or (ii) pX◦qY � qX◦pY .

Consider any pair of allocation-lotteries such as pX ◦ pY and pX ◦ qY for

which pX ◦ pY � pX ◦ qY . Observe that if qX ∈ ∆(X) exists satisfying

qX ◦ qY � pX ◦ pY , then the increase in the DM’s welfare from replacing the

allocation-lottery pX ◦qY with qX ◦qY exceeds the increase in her welfare when
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pX ◦ qY is replaced with pX ◦ pY .6 On the other hand, if qX exists satisfying

pX ◦ qY � qX ◦ pY , then the reduction in the DM’s welfare from replacing the

lottery pX ◦pY with qX ◦pY exceeds the reduction in her welfare when pX ◦pY
is replaced with pX ◦ qY .

To introduce our final axiom, we need to first present a definition. This

definition proposes for a certain class of allocation-lotteries a way to decom-

pose, from the DM’s subjective perspective, the outcomes in their respective

supports into bad and good one.

Definition 3. Let q = [(x, y1), α1; ...; (x, yN), αN ] ∈ ∆. We call (α, q, q) ∈

(0, 1)×∆×∆ a bad-good decomposition of q if there exists y ∈ Y and pnX ∈

∆(X), for n = 1, ..., N , satisfying [(x, yn)] ∼ pnX ◦ [y] such that, letting p :=∑N
n=1 α

n(pnX ◦ [y]) ∈ ∆, the following hold:

1. There is a (bad-good) partition N , N of {1, . . . , N} with the property

that if n ∈ N then p < (x, yn), and if n ∈ N then (x, yn) < p. Further,

α =
∑

n∈N α
n denotes the bad outcomes probability

2. q =
∑

n∈N (α
n

α
)(pnX ◦ [y]) denotes the bad outcomes equivalent

3. q =
∑

n∈N ( αn

1−α)(pnX ◦ [y]) denotes the good outcomes equivalent

First note that the definition of a bad-good decomposition applies only

to allocation-lotteries in which the DM faces no risk. For any such lottery

q = [(x, y1), α1; ...; (x, yN), αN ], the idea behind a bad-good decomposition is

to view it as the mixture of two other allocation-lotteries, one of which, q,

may be thought of as equivalent to the below-par or bad outcomes under q,

6Note that when pX ◦ qY is replaced with qX ◦ qY , the risk borne by the other individual
is held fixed at qY , whereas the DM’s own risk changes from pX to qX . On the other hand,
when pX ◦qY is replaced with pX ◦pY , the risk faced by the DM is held fixed at pX , whereas
the risk borne by the other individual changes from qY to pY .
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and the other, q, may be thought of as equivalent to the above-par or good

outcomes under it. Of course, it is not immediately clear how we should

ascertain what the DM considers to be the par outcome under the lottery q.

In the definition, this is determined through the allocation-lotteries p1X ◦[y], . .

. , pNX ◦ [y]. Observe that for each n, the DM is indifferent between the lottery

pnX ◦ [y] and the allocation (x, yn). Further, since under each of the allocation-

lotteries p1X ◦ [y], . . . , pNX ◦ [y], the other individual bears the same risk,

the IRP (part b) axiom implies that the DM’s assessment of the compound

lottery p =
∑N

n=1 α
n(pnX ◦ [y]) is event-wise separable and, accordingly, from

her preference perspective, this compound lottery can be considered to be

equivalent to the par outcome under the lottery q. Hence, under a bad-good

decomposition of q, if the DM strictly prefers p to an allocation (x, yn) under

q, then that allocation is considered a bad outcome. On the other hand, if

she strictly prefers such an allocation to p, it is considered a good outcome.

Finally, if the allocation is indifferent to p, then the definition allows us to

think of it either as a good outcome or a bad outcome (but not both). Once

the set of allocations have been partitioned thus into good and bad ones, we

can define the bad outcomes probability α, the bad outcomes equivalent q

and the good outcomes equivalent q. For the purpose of discussing the axiom

below, keep in mind that αq + (1− α)q = p.

We use the notion of a bad-good decomposition to state an axiom that

explains the scope of opportunistically moral reasoning by showing how it

influences the DM’s assessment of the risk borne by the other individual.

Axiom. Good Outcome Bias (GOB)

If (α, q, q) ∈ (0, 1)×∆×∆ is a bad-good decomposition of q = [x] ◦ qY ∈ ∆,

then (i) α ≥ α2 ⇒ q < αq + (1− α)q, and (ii) α ≤ α2 ⇒ αq + (1− α)q < q.
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Observe that under the allocation-lottery q = [x] ◦ qY , all of the risk is

borne by the other individual. First, consider the non-trivial case of the DM

not being indifferent between all allocations in the support of q. Observe that,

in this case, if the DM were an expected utility maximizer, then she would

prefer q to the allocation-lottery αq + (1 − α)q if and only if α ≥ α. On

the other hand, according to the axiom, the DM that we are modeling does

so whenever α ≥ α2. Since, α2 < α, this means that she assesses q as if she

were over-weighting the good outcomes (and under-weighting the bad ones)

that the other individual receives under it, compared to how they are weighed

under a consequentialist expected utility assessment. In other words, the

DM’s assessment is biased towards overemphasizing the good outcomes that

the other individual receives. Such a bias reflects an underlying psychology

on her part whereby in the events that the other individual receives a bad

outcome, she protects her self-perception of being prosocial by taking credit

for the good outcomes that he could have received but did not. On the other

hand, if the DM is indifferent between all allocations in the support of q,

the axiom implies that she is indifferent between q and αq + (1 − α)q for all

α ∈ [0, 1]. It also implies that q is indifferent to any allocation in its support.

The five axioms listed above together constitute a choice-theoretic foun-

dation for the OM representation as the following theorem establishes. In the

way of notation, for any real valued function f : A→ R, let Cf = conv({γ ∈

R : γ = f(a), a ∈ A}), where conv(.) denotes the convex hull of the set under

consideration.

Theorem 1. The following two statements are equivalent

1. < satisfies WO, CON, IRP, IOR, GOB.

2. < has a OM representation (u, v) with the following property: If ε, ε′ ∈ Cv
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are such that ε > ε′, then for any ξ ∈ Cu, there exists ξ′ ∈ Cu such that

|ξ − ξ′| > ε− ε′.

Furthermore, if (u, v) and (u′, v′) are both OM representations of < satisfying

the above property, then there exists constants α > 0, β, β′ such that u′ =

αu+ β and v′ = αv + β′.

Consider the condition that for any ε, ε′ ∈ Cv, with ε > ε′, and ξ ∈ Cu,

there exists ξ′ ∈ Cu such that |ξ − ξ′| > ε − ε′. This condition expresses

in utility units the idea that any change in the DM’s utility resulting from

changes in the other individual’s outcomes can always be bettered by that

resulting from changes in her own outcomes.

5 Conclusion

Of late, there has been a fair amount of consternation within the literature on

social preferences about what the appropriate modeling assumptions should

be for decision makers with such preferences. Whereas an earlier generation

of models, such as Fehr and Schmidt (1999), Bolton and Ockenfels (2000),

and Charness and Rabin (2002), among others, tried to capture the attitude

of socially minded decision makers toward the outcomes of others, a more

recent line of enquiry has argued that such decision makers may care not just

about others’ outcomes but also about their opportunities. The predominant

paradigm within which opportunity considerations have been modeled in this

more recent literature is that of fairness, viewed as an aversion to inequality.

Specifically, the case has been made that decision makers may care not just

about inequality of outcomes but also about inequality of opportunities. In

contrast to this point of view, we have presented a model of social preferences

in which opportunity considerations primarily factor in as a way of enabling
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the decision maker to preserve a self-perception of being prosocial. That is, our

model captures decision makers for whom generous behavior is not driven by

a deep preference for fairness but rather has a more egoistical basis. We have

shown, based on observed choices in experiments, that this distinction is not

merely a semantic one but has empirical content. We hope that future work,

especially experimental work, shall further clarify the behavioral differences

and similarities between these two approaches.

6 Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1

Establishing the representation for the case when � = ∅ is immediate: simply

let u : X → R and v : Y → R be some constant functions. We consider here

the proof of sufficiency of the axioms for the representation for the case when

� 6= ∅. To begin, observe two important implications of the IRP (part a)

axiom. First, the axiom guarantees that we can define a preference relation

<X on ∆(X) that specifies the DM’s risk preferences over lotteries on her

own outcomes. Specifically, for any pX , qX ∈ ∆(X), let pX <X qX if for

any pY ∈ ∆(Y ), pX ◦ pY < qX ◦ pY . Further, our three axioms of WO,

CON and IRP (part b) implies that <X satisfies the three vonNeumann-

Morgenstern (vNM) axioms. Second, it implies that the DM’s assessment

of any allocation-lottery depends only on its marginal measures over X and

Y , i.e., for any p ∈ ∆, p ∼ pX ◦ pY . This being so, we can establish the

representation for the product measures in ∆ and extend it to the rest of the

set.

For any p̃Y ∈ ∆(Y ), define the set ∆(p̃Y ) = {q̃X ◦ p̃Y ∈ ∆ : q̃X ∈ ∆(X)} ⊆
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∆. For any such set ∆(p̃Y ), we can establish that the restriction of � to this

set is non-empty. To do so, all we need to show is that there exists some set

∆(pY ), pY ∈ ∆(Y ), such that the restriction of � to this set is non-empty.

This is because, if we can find such a pY , then there exists qX , q
′
X ∈ ∆(X), such

that qX◦pY � q′X◦pY . It then follows from IRP (part a) that qX◦p̃Y � q′X◦p̃Y ,

i.e., the restriction of � to ∆(p̃Y ) is non-empty. Next note that since �6= ∅,

there exists p, q ∈ ∆, such that p � q, or pX ◦ pY � qX ◦ qY . If pY = qY , then

it follows that � restricted to ∆(pY ) is non-empty and our desired conclusion

follows. On the other hand, if pY 6= qY , consider the allocation-lotteries

pX ◦ pY and pX ◦ qY . If pX ◦ qY < pX ◦ pY , then pX ◦ qY � qX ◦ qY . That

is, � restricted to ∆(qY ) is non-empty and once again our desired conclusion

follows. Instead, if pX ◦ pY � pX ◦ qY , then by the IOR axiom, it has to be

the case that there exists p′X ∈ ∆(X) such that either (i) p′X ◦ qY � pX ◦pY or

(ii) pX ◦ qY � p′X ◦ pY . If (i) holds, then � restricted to ∆(qY ) is non-empty

whereas if (ii) holds, then � restricted to ∆(pY ) is non-empty. Either way,

our desired conclusion follows.

Next, observe that our three axioms of WO, CON and IRP (part b)

imply that < restricted to any set ∆(pY ), pY ∈ ∆(Y ), satisfies the three

vNM axioms. Accordingly, for any such set ∆(pY ), there exists a func-

tion wpY : X → R such that the function WpY : ∆(pY ) → R, given by

WpY (qX ◦ pY ) =
∑

x∈X qX(x)wpY (x) represents < restricted to ∆(pY ). We

will next piece together the various such WpY functions to provide a repre-

sentation for < that constitutes an intermediate step in proving that < has

an OM representation. Specifically, we show below that there exist functions

u : X → R and ṽ : ∆(Y ) → R such that the function W : ∆ → R, given by

W (p) =
∑

x∈X pX(x)u(x) + ṽ(pY ), represents <.

To that end, pick any y∗ ∈ Y . Begin by defining the function W on the set
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∆([y∗]) by setting W (qX ◦ [y∗]) = W[y∗](qX ◦ [y∗]), for all qX ◦ [y∗] ∈ ∆([y∗]).

Next, we define the function W on the sets ∆(pY ) for pY 6= [y∗]. We first

establish that for any such pY we can find p̃X , p̃
′
X , q̃X , q̃

′
X ∈ ∆(X) such that

p̃X ◦ pY ∼ q̃X ◦ [y∗] � p̃′X ◦ pY ∼ q̃′X ◦ [y∗]. To that end, pick any rX ∈ ∆(X)

such that rX ◦ pY and rX ◦ [y∗] are not indifferent—if no such rX exists, then

our desired conclusion follows immediately given that � restricted to the sets

∆(pY ) and ∆([y∗]) is non-empty. Consider the case rX ◦ pY � rX ◦ [y∗]. In

this case, the IOR axiom specifies that there exists a r′X such that either

r′X ◦ [y∗] � rX ◦pY or rX ◦ [y∗] � r′X ◦pY . Under both these cases, it follows by

virtue of the two axioms of CON and IRP (part b) that p̃X , p̃
′
X , q̃X , q̃

′
X exist

as desired. Of course, we can show along similar lines that this conclusion

also follows for the case that rX ◦ [y∗] � rX ◦ pY . Recall that the function

WpY is defined uniquely up to a positive affine transformation, that is, we

have two degrees of freedom in specifying it. Accordingly, we can redefine it

by setting WpY (p̃X ◦ pY ) = W (q̃X ◦ [y∗]) and WpY (p̃′X ◦ pY ) = W (q̃′X ◦ [y∗]).

Clearly, in the process, we redefine the function wpY as well. We can, then,

extend the function W to the set of lotteries in ∆(pY ) by defining W (qX ◦pY )

= WpY (qX ◦ pY ) for all qX ◦ pY ∈ ∆(pY ). The IRP (part b) axiom guarantees

that this can be done consistently. The function W : ∆ → R, given by

W (p) =
∑

x∈X pX(x)wpY (x), therefore, represents <.

Next, define the function u : X → R by defining u(x) = w[y∗](x). Observe

that each of the functions wpY , pY ∈ ∆(Y ), is a vNM representation of <X .

Accordingly, for each pY , there exist constants f(pY ) > 0 and ṽ(pY ) such

that wpY = f(pY )u + ṽ(pY ). Of course, f([y∗]) = 1 and ṽ([y∗]) = 0. We

next establish that f(pY ) = 1, for all pY ∈ ∆(Y ). To do so, recall that for

any such pY 6= [y∗] we can find p̃X , p̃
′
X , q̃X , q̃

′
X ∈ ∆(X) such that p̃X ◦ pY ∼

q̃X ◦ [y∗] � p̃′X ◦pY ∼ q̃′X ◦ [y∗]. By the IRP (part c) axiom it then follows that
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(.5p̃X + .5q̃′X) ◦ pY ∼ (.5p̃′X + .5q̃X) ◦ pY . This implies that

f(pY )
∑
x∈X

(.5p̃X + .5q̃′X)(x)u(x) + ṽ(pY )

= f(pY )
∑
x∈X

(.5p̃′X + .5q̃X)(x)u(x) + ṽ(pY )

=⇒
∑
x∈X

p̃X(x)u(x)−
∑
x∈X

p̃′X(x)u(x) =
∑
x∈X

q̃X(x)u(x)−
∑
x∈X

q̃′X(x)u(x)

At the same time p̃X ◦ pY ∼ q̃X ◦ [y∗] and p̃′X ◦ pY ∼ q̃′X ◦ [y∗] implies that

f(pY )
∑
x∈X

p̃X(x)u(x) + ṽ(pY ) =
∑
x∈X

qX(x)u(x)

f(pY )
∑
x∈X

p̃′X(x)u(x) + ṽ(pY ) =
∑
x∈X

q′X(x)u(x)

Subtracting the second equation from the first, then, gives us that:

f(pY )[
∑
x∈X

p̃X(x)u(x)−
∑
x∈X

p̃′X(x)u(x)] =
∑
x∈X

q̃X(x)u(x)−
∑
x∈X

q̃′X(x)u(x)

Putting everything together, it follows that f(pY ) = 1. We have, therefore,

established that there exist functions u : X → R and ṽ : ∆(Y ) → R such

that the function W : ∆ → R, given by W (p) =
∑

x∈X pX(x)u(x) + ṽ(pY ),

represents <. We can now proceed to show that < indeed has an OM repre-

sentation.

To that end, define the function v : Y → R by v(y) = ṽ([y]), for all y ∈ Y .

Now, consider any p = [(x, y1), α1; ...; (x, yN), αN ]. First, suppose that the

DM is indifferent between all allocations in the support of p. In this case,

GOB implies that p ∼ (x, yn), for n = 1, . . . , N . That is, ṽ(pY ) = v(yn) for
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all n. Accordingly,

ṽ(pY ) =
∑
y∈Y

pY (y) max{v(y),
∑
ỹ∈Y

pY (ỹ)v(ỹ)}

and the desired representation follows. Now, consider the case when [(x, ym)] �

[(x, ym̃)] for some m, m̃ ∈ {1, ..., N}. Further, wlog, assume that [(x, yn)] <

[(x, yn+1)], for all n = 1, . . . , N − 1. Accordingly, since [(x, y1)] �

[(x, yN)], the IOR axiom implies that there exists qX ∈ ∆(X) satisfying either

qX ◦ [yN ] � [(x, y1)] or [(x, yN)] � qX ◦ [y1]. Suppose the former case applies.

Then, it follows, as a consequence of the CON and IRP (part b) axioms, that

there exists p1X , . . . , pNX ∈ ∆(X) such that for each n, [(x, yn)] ∼ pnX ◦ [yN ].

Accordingly, we can define a bad-good decomposition (α, p, p) of p. To do

so, first, let q̃ =
∑N

n=1 α
n(pnX ◦ [yN ]). Then, define α =

∑
{n:q̃�[(x,yn)]} α

n,

p =
∑
{n:q̃�[(x,yn)]}(

αn

α
)(pnX ◦ [yN ]) and p =

∑
{n:[(x,yn)]<q̃}(

αn

1−α)(pnX ◦ [yN ]). It,

then, follows from the GOB axiom that p ∼ α2p + (1 − α2)p. In addition,

note that p
Y

= pY = (p1X ◦ [yN ])Y = . . . = (pNX ◦ [yN ])Y = [yN ] Letting

N = {n : q̃ � [(x, yn)]} and N = {n : [(x, yn)] < q̃}, it then follows that:

W (p) = α2W (p) + (1− α2)W (p)

= α2
∑
n∈N

(
αn

α
)W (pnX ◦ [yN ]) + (1− α2)

∑
n∈N

(
αn

1− α
)W (pnX ◦ [yN ])

= α2
∑
n∈N

(
αn

α
)W ([(x, yn)]) + (1− α2)

∑
n∈N

(
αn

1− α
)W ([(x, yn)])

= α2
∑
n∈N

(
αn

α
)(u(x) + v(yn)) + (1− α2)

∑
n∈N

(
αn

1− α
)(u(x) + v(yn))

⇒ u(x) + ṽ(pY ) = u(x) + α2
∑
n∈N

(
αn

α
)v(yn) + (1− α2)

∑
n∈N

(
αn

1− α
)v(yn)
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⇒ ṽ(pY ) = α
∑
n∈N

αnv(yn) + (1 + α)
∑
n∈N

αnv(yn)

= α

N∑
n=1

αnv(yn) +
∑
n∈N

αnv(yn)

=
N∑
n=1

αn max{v(yn),
N∑
ñ=1

αñv(yñ)}

Of course, this conclusion can also be established for the case [(x, yN)] �

qX ◦ [y1] along similar lines. This establishes the sufficiency of the axioms for

the representation. Furthermore, it follows immediately from the IOR axiom

that for any ε, ε′ ∈ Cv, with ε > ε′, and ξ ∈ Cu, there exists ξ′ ∈ Cu such that

|ξ − ξ′| > ε− ε′. The necessity of the axioms for the representation as well as

the uniqueness result is straightforward to establish. So, we do not provide

the details here.
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